The MIT lightweight crew continued to build on their most successful season in recent years with a strong showing at the Schuylkill Navy edits Invitational Regatta in Washington, D.C. this weekend.

The first Tech boat placed a solid 7th out of 14 crews, winning Sunday's Third Finals in a time of 5:19.0, two seconds over Rutgers and 4.4 seconds over a hometown favorite, Georgetown. MIT got off to a rocky start, but made up the lost ground in the first 500 meters. The last 1,800 meters were a Shimaz, with both crews pushing themselves to the limit, but MIT countered Rutgers stroke for stroke and went on to win.

The weather was a big factor in Saturday's qualifying rounds. Strong currents, wind, and rain made for less than ideal conditions and altered lane advantage. Out of 21 crews, the crew in lane 3 won 20 races while the crew in lane 1 came in last 10 times. "We got really screwed by the lane draws, getting the death lane [lane 2] for both of our boats. We would have had a real shot at beating some crews which finished higher than we did, so it isn't the currents," commented coxswain John Van Houten '94. Nevertheless, MIT posted the second fastest time out of 21 crews in lane 2 and beat the University of New Hampshire to qualify for the Third Finals, missing a shot at the championship by a few seconds to Yale. Fortunately, the weather cleared up and was much less of a factor for the Sunday championship races.

MIT also entered two boats in the alumni event, one of which qualified for the championships. The alumni A boat, rowing their trials the best of the very first time, was now the 1,000 meter race as it was a sprint. The fastest race of the weekend, MIT took a photo-finish third place by just 0.06 seconds to UNH.

Earlier in the week, varsity squared off against Tufts University at home early on Wednesday. The Tech boat led off the starting line, grabbing a 2-seat lead in the first five laps. Tufts held strong in 600 meters when the MIT boat took off, taking a seat on every stroke. "They were in our lane and wouldn't move," Gooper (Neeraj Gupta '94) called it up and we responded by walking right through them," explained stroke Tyler Worden '92. MIT had an open water lead by the 1,000 meter mark and entered an easy 8-second victory.

The rest of the heavyweight crews did not race Tufts until Sunday. The second varsity lost in the Tufts varsity lightweight crew, 6:24.2 to 6:23.1.

The first freshman crew returned to the qualifying winning ways (5:23.8 - season) with their victory over UNH. The men's A was the most exciting race this year, and all her competitors knew that on the last lap they would all be behind her going into the sprint. With 400 yards to go, Carlson jumped with Cohen of Harvard on her wheel. Despite being an excellent sprinter, Cohen could not come around Carlson at the finish. The men's race was the most exciting race of the weekend, starting with the 25-mile race saw three of the strongest men in the field, Peter Vollers of Cornell, Derek Bouchard-Hall of Princeton, and Dan Rittenhouse of Penn. Both carts were off in a dangerous way. After only a few laps, they held a 15-second lead over a chasing pack. The furious pace stretched the pack out single file around a quarter of the course. By the middle of the race, only 30 of the original 80 rid ers were left: the original three, now smoke, with one attack after another, but a big shot 4.5 miles behind the lead pack of 15, where Moyer was lurking, waiting for the front three to be beaten, and two chase packs, with John Morrell G in the second.

Women's Heavyweight Crew Continues Solid Season

By Neeraj Gupta and Dan Dunn
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